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6. Introduction 

The Queensland Families and Communities Association (QFCA) Results Based Accountability Trial 

was funded by the Department of Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services (DCCSDS) and 

designed to generate a shared understanding between DCCSDS staff and QFCA member 

organisations of Results Based Accountability and its application in producing an effective and 

practical outcome framework applicable to the work of community centres. 

The trial was proposed in concept by QFCA in the first quarter of 2013 and worked into a specific 

proposal in September 2013. It was designed to enable neighbourhood centres to participate in and 

contribute to deliberations concerning suitable outcome frameworks for the community services 

sector in Queensland. QFCA was informed the project was approved in September 2014, but funding 

was not made available until 27 February 2015. Thus the time available for the trial, which was 

designed to run for 12 months, was effectively reduced to seven months. As QFCA has not been 

funded by the Department since 2013, the trial could not commence until the receipt of funding 

enabled project staff to be appointed. However, the project readiness of QFCA meant the project co-

ordinator was able to move swiftly and effectively so that participation in the trial by Department 

staff and QFCA member organisations commenced on 24 March 2015 with a two-day workshop in 

Brisbane with 100 participants including representatives from 94 neighbourhood centres. 

The workshop taught participants the fundamentals of Results Based Accountability™ through the 

presentation of RBA 101, which is standard Results Based Accountability™ training internationally, 

followed by the specific application of Results Based Accountability™ to the services provided by 

neighbourhood centres within DCCSDS’s Neighbourhood Centre Initiative Program. Workshop 

participants identified and agreed the Population Results to which neighbourhood centre program 

and activities contribute. Centre staff then identified suitable Performance Measures for the 

program or activity they wished to use in the trial. Participation in the trial was voluntary and open 

to any centre. 

At the end of the workshop sixty-nine centres indicated their intention to participate in the trial by 

identifying a proposed program or activity for the trial and submitting initial Performance 

Measurement templates. The templates were collated. A subsequent Train the Trainer workshop, 

with QFCA regional representatives on 16 April 2015, refined and standardised the templates to limit 

the range of measures but still provide participating centres with power to choose the most suitable 

for their program within that range. Twenty-five participating organisations submitted data for the 

trial of which twenty-two can be regarded as having completed the trial. 

Four months into the trial DCCSDS produced its new outcomes framework. As, throughout the trial, 

QFCA has always sought to relate Results Based Accountability™ to the department’s service system 

structures and design, new standardised templates were produced to align the trial with the new 

outcomes framework. However, the majority of participants who completed the trial used the 

original templates. The introduction of the new outcomes framework did not affect the work of the 

trial participants as it was feared it might by QFCA. However, the adoption of a far more limited 

framework than that provided by Results Based Accountability™, while the trial was still in progress, 

does raise questions concerning the DCCSDS’s commitment to the possibility of using a Results 

Based Accountability framework for neighbourhood centres. 

This evaluation report uses data from the QFCA Final Milestone Reporting and assumes knowledge 

of that document.  
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2. Findings and recommendations. 

 2.1 The project analysed through Results Based Accountability™ categories. 

Results Based Accountability™ (RBA) is presented by its founder, Mark Friedman as providing an 

integrated planning, measurement and quality improvement framework which is simple and 

requires little documentation compared with many other frameworks. Performance measures are 

summarised in just three categories, each represented by a question: 

Quantity of effort: “How much did we do?” 

Quality of effort: “How well did we do it?” 

Quantity and quality of effect: “Is anyone better off?” 

While RBA is designed for services directly relating to children, young people, adults, families and 

communities, this project can be summarised though simple RBA Performance Measure categories. 

2.1.1 “How much did we do?” 

Number of workshop participants: 100 

Number of neighbourhood centres involved in the workshop: 94 

Number of DCCSDS staff involved in the workshop: 4 

Number of neighbourhood centres supported to complete the trial: 22 

 

2.1.2 “How well did we do it?” 

 % workshop participant organisations initially nominating for trial participation: 73% 

 % workshop participant organisations fully completed the trial: 23% 

 % sector categories represented in fully completed trial data: 86% 

 % trial participants who found the chosen measures completely  

appropriate to their trial program: 66%   

 Cost/participant organisation of workshop: $968.87 

 Cost/fully participating organisation of trial phase of project: $7,336.66 

 

2.1.3 “Is anyone better off?” 

 % project deliverables achieved: 100% 

% pilot participants understanding the value of tracking RBA performance measures over 

time for quality improvement: 90% 

% pilot respondents who would prefer to use a RBA framework over other options if given 

the choice: 90% 
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2.2 Major achievements of the trial 

The trial has: 

2.2.1 Produced a set of templates for performance measures and data collection that can be used 

across the service types of DCCSDS’s Neighbourhood Centre Initiative, accomplishing this 

through engagement with, and the input of, the sector. 

2.2.2 Enabled QFCA to discover data collection tools already being used by centres and to 

generate new ones which can be shared across the sector. 

2.2.3 Raised awareness and understanding of and enthusiasm for outcomes measurement in 

general and RBA in particular among 94 Queensland neighbourhood centres. 

2.2.4 Developed RBA Performance Measurement capacity among 22 Queensland neighbourhood 

centres who completed the trial. 

2.2.5 Established RBA as the preferred outcomes measurement framework among 90% of the 

neighbourhood centres who completed the trial.    

2.2.6 Demonstrated the relevance and applicability of an RBA framework for Queensland 

neighbourhood centres. 

2.2.7 Provided valuable learning which can be incorporated into the implementation of future 

measurement frameworks. 

 

2.3 Major learning from the trial 

 

2.3.1 The inevitable gap between learning and understanding a new measurement framework and 

implementing it is wider than anticipated and requires concentrated support over an 

extended period if it is to be accomplished successfully across a whole sector, this will apply 

to any new framework. 

2.3.2 Training in any new measurement system needs to be as local as possible and at least 

regional with mechanisms put in place to enable the majority of staff from centres to attend, 

thus creating shared understanding and initiating shared practice across each organisation.  

2.3.3 Learning, implementing and operating a new measurement framework which focusses on 

reporting outcomes requires resource allocation, no matter how simple that framework may 

be. It is important that DCCSDS does not shirk the implications of this. No outcome 

measurement framework can be simply “bolted on” to existing services without allocation of 

resources. If the department is serious about measuring outcomes and is not able to gain 

additional resources for its funded services to accomplish the task then it needs to ensure 

services are free to re-allocate existing resources even though this will have an initial 

negative impact on quantity of service delivery in the establishment stage. 

2.3.4 Moving from quantity of effort measures which has been the practice of not only 

neighbourhood centres but the community services sector in general to quality of effect or 

outcome measurement requires a culture change on the part of all stakeholders, funding 

bodies, service providers and clients. It is important that the nature and impact of this 

culture change for each stakeholder be understood and the change be nurtured 

intentionally and appropriately within each stakeholder group.     

2.3.5 The key to the effective establishment of an outcomes framework is to focus on service 

quality improvement as the primary purpose for measuring outcomes. The successful 

implementation of any outcomes framework requires a four-way conversation between 

stakeholders, the framework designer, the funding body, the service provider and the client. 

Each of these has different motivations and emphases alongside that of service quality 
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improvement. The framework designer wants to see the framework used properly, in 

accordance with its design. The funding body wants to ensure the most effective use of its 

funds and have data to advocate for its programs in a competitive environment. The service 

provider wants to demonstrate its programs are doing a valuable job to ensure continued 

funding in a competitive environment. The clients want to improve their lives with minimal 

external intervention. A good outcomes framework is transparent about the way it takes 

these motivations into account and keeps them in balance. Funding bodies in particular 

need to be careful not to implement a system which produces perverse incentives for 

service providers and clients. The most common perverse incentive in outcome 

measurements is found when the service provider and clients collaborate to produce the 

outcomes measurements they believe the funding body wants to see in order to justify the 

continuation of the service. Service quality improvement provides a unifying ambition and 

motivation for all stakeholders. If an outcomes measurement framework is focussed 

primarily on improved service quality, then outcomes measurement becomes a common 

enterprise with all stakeholders pulling together for a common cause. If any other 

motivation is, consciously or unconsciously, dominant then the outcomes framework will 

generate perverse incentives and fail to achieve its end. The pilot has shown that the RBA 

framework can focus service providers on quality improvement and that this aspect of the 

framework has been welcomed by the centres which fully participated in the pilot. For more 

details on the way this emphasis can be incorporated into outcomes focussed contracting 

see Appendix5: Mark Friedman: Next Generation Contracting, 

http://resultsaccountability.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Next-Generation-

Contracting-2013-11.pdf  

2.3.6 In the pilot trials, neighbourhood centres have generally found quantity and quality of effect 

measures easier to understand and put into practice than quality of effort measures, with 

the major exception of information and referral services. This finding has three implications:  

2.3.6.1 Given that the Department’s new outcome framework focusses on quantity of effect 

measures and does not require quality of effort measures, neighbourhood centres 

should focus their RBA measurement data collection on quantity and quality of 

effect measures. 

2.3.6.2 Potentially the most useful quality of effort measure is unit cost and this will become 

important if there is any intention to use outcome measures as a means to 

determining return on investment. 

2.3.6.3 Where quantity and quality of effect data is difficult to obtain, particularly in 

information and referral services, the Department needs to hold a thorough 

conversation with neighbourhood centres, through QFCA, to reach agreement on 

measures which are meaningful and for which data collection is both practical and 

not resource intensive. The pilot has demonstrated that it is possible to collect 

quantity and quality of effect data within a neighbourhood centre information and 

referral service with a sample of clients over a limited time period. Whatever 

outcomes framework is used, agreement needs to be reached on either the use of 

such a process or an acceptable proxy measure. Such a proxy measure may be 

“clients successfully referred”, which is technically a quality of effort measure. It will 

be important to reach an agreed measure and data collection so to ensure uniform 

data collection across all providers of this important service. 

2.3.7 The pilot project progressed best in regions where QFCA’s regional structure is strong. In 

those regions the regional representatives were able to generate strong buy-in from QFCA 

http://resultsaccountability.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Next-Generation-Contracting-2013-11.pdf
http://resultsaccountability.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Next-Generation-Contracting-2013-11.pdf
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members which in turn created a sense of community of practice. The peer support that this 

provides is important in a project which is breaking totally new ground. The uneven nature 

of QFCA’s regional structure has been created by the historic paucity of funding to QFCA, 

particularly compared to neighbourhood centre peak bodies in other states, and has been 

exacerbated by the withdrawal of all core funding over recent years. 

2.3.8 The majority of centres which completed the pilot prefer the RBA framework to other 

frameworks because they understand it better and find it provides a stronger foundation for 

quality improvement. 

2.3.9 The pilot has accomplished as much or more than similar initial pilots in other states and in a 

much shorter timeframe. This is partly due to DCCSDS having a clear view of the outcomes 

framework it wants to accomplish and partly due to QFCA’s willingness to shape the pilot to 

this framework and its capacity to draw on the experience of other states. Both DCCSDS and 

QFCA are to be commended in what the project has achieved to date, particularly in the 

integrated templates which are presented in the Appendices of this report, which is a 

considerable achievement in such a limited timeframe. However, as DCCSDS has committed 

to an outcomes framework which it has rolled out while the pilot was still in progress, it 

faces a choice of action it can take as a result of the pilot: 

 It can ignore the pilot and its findings 

 It can incorporate the findings of the pilot into the implementation of its outcomes 

framework 

 It can build on the pilot by undertaking a second stage in which a limited number of 

neighbourhood centres use the RBA framework developed by this project to provide 

the outcomes data required by the department in its new outcomes framework. 

Ideally this would be undertaken by centres from one or two regions so that the 

community of practice aspect of the pilot can be utilised. By running a follow up 

pilot alongside and feeding into the new outcomes framework, the Department 

maintains the uniformity of its outcomes framework and gives itself the capacity to 

directly compare it with the RBA framework and determine any value added by the 

use of Results Based Accountability™. 

 It can encourage all neighbourhood centres to use the RBA templates developed by 

the pilot as tools to enable them to provide data for the department’s outcome 

framework and for quality improvement. 

 

 

2.4 Recommendations 

2.4.1 That the Department of Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services determine, in 

consultation with the community services sector through their peak bodies, including the 

Queensland Families and Communities Association, the resources required by its service 

providers to implement its outcomes measurement framework and either seek additional 

funding, for service providers to accomplish this implementation, or adjust contract 

expectations of service providers, to enable them to undertake outcomes measurement 

effectively within existing funding resources. 

2.4.2 That the Department of Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services ensure that, in any 

determination or implementation of outcomes frameworks and consequent data collection 

for the community services sector, the four-way conversation between the framework 
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designer, the funding body, the service providers and the clients is comprehensive and 

transparent. 

2.4.3 That the Department of Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services commission the 

Queensland Families and Communities Association to undertake a follow up Results Based 

Accountability™ trial in which a limited number of neighbourhood centres use the RBA 

framework developed by this project to provide the outcomes data required by the 

department in its new outcomes framework. This should be undertaken by centres from one 

or two regions to facilitate support and training and to utilise the peer support that the 

community of practice aspect of the pilot can generate. 

2.4.4 That any subsequent use cost/participant as a quality of effort measure and that trial 

participants be adequately trained and resourced to provide accurate data on this measure. 

2.4.5 That the Department of Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services reduce the 

disparity between the Queensland Families and Communities Association and 

neighbourhood centre peak bodies in all other states, which are funded to at least three full 

time staff, by funding QFCA at least to the level of a full time Executive Officer and half time 

Administrative Assistant for the next three years.  

2.4.6 That, if the Department of Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services decides to move 

to outcomes based contracting, it avoids the inherent pitfalls of perverse incentives by using 

the principles articulated by Mark Friedman in Next Generation Contracting.  
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3. Trial Results 

3.1 Number of participating organisations. 

The number of organisations which can be regarded as fully participating in the pilot is 22 and the 

number of trials reported is 24. 

The project reports 25 participating organisations in the pilot, in that 25 participating centres 

forwarded some data from the trial to the project co-ordinator. One of these reported on two 

different programs while two provided data for more than one occasion of program delivery. 

An analysis of the data provided indicates that five of the reported trials did not provide quality of 

effect (Better Off) data. Two of these were using information and referral services as their trial and 

can therefore be included as participating because the difficulty in obtaining quality of effect 

measures for information and referral services is a useful understanding to have emerged from this 

pilot. However, the remaining three cannot be regarded as completed.  

In addition, one organisation reported an event which had 1,500 participants but only 11 were 

surveyed for quality of effect data so this cannot be regarded as a statistically significant sample and 

is therefore also incomplete. Two failed to measure quality of effort (How Well) data but because 

they recorded quality of effect data which provides the most important measures and which is the 

most difficult to collect, they are included for the purposes of this evaluation. Three fell outside the 

service types specified in the Neighbourhood Centre Initiative Program. One of these is not funded 

by the program but still wished to participate in the trial and provided data for an activity which sits 

within the service types specified in the program. 

Notwithstanding the difficulties experienced by some participants in completing the trial, both the 

number who attempted it and the number of those who fully completed it should be regarded as 

encouraging, when considered as a percentage of the number who attended the initial workshop. 

 Number of organisations attending initial workshop: 94. 

 Number of organisations initially volunteering for trial: 69, 73% of those attending the 

initial workshop. 

 Number of organisations participating in the trial: 25, 27% of those attending the workshop 

and 36% of those initially volunteering for trial. 

 Number of organisations fully participating in the trial (completing all data sufficiently): 

22, 23% of those attending the workshop, 32% of those initially volunteering for the trial and 

88% of those who participated in the trial. 

The original proposal for this project had projected a more limited number (6-10) of trial sites. The 

decision to open the trial up to a wider range of participants was made on the following grounds: 

 The time available to the trial was more limited than initially envisaged, thus it was more 

practical for a larger number of services to attempt the trial for one program than it was for 

fewer to attempt it across several programs. 

 The original proposal sought additional funding for a limited number of participating centres 

but this was not included on the grounds that outcome measurement needs to be an 

integral part of an organisation’s management of its projects, not requiring additional 

funding. Given that outcomes measurement does engender additional work, particularly in 

the initial stages when organisations are becoming accustomed to new and unfamiliar 
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processes, it was practical to spread the workload created by the trial across a larger 

number of organisations. 

 QFCA correctly foresaw the initial workshop would create enthusiasm for outcomes 

measurement using RBA and wisely sought to use this by opening up the trial thereby 

optimising both opportunities for learning and buy in to the concept and practice of 

outcomes management across the sector. 

When QFCA made the decision to open the trial to wider participation, it was anticipated that 

between 20 and 25 centres might step forward to participate in the trial. The initial presentation of 

69 organisations volunteering themselves for the trial was unexpected and is an encouraging sign of 

the enthusiasm that has been generated for outcomes measurement within the sector as a result of 

this project. The reason this 69 was quickly reduced will be discussed in section 4, Participant 

feedback. One measure of the success of the project was that the number of centres that can be 

regarded as having fully participated in it, 22, was within the range of centres anticipated as 

participating in it. Moreover, the data generated by the trial and the experience of the trial 

participants has provided some significant insights. 

Both DCCSDS and QFCA are to be commended on the scope and levels of participation in this 

project. In both the initial workshop and the program trials it has engaged considerably more 

neighbourhood centres, and a considerably higher percentage of the total sector, than similar initial 

RBA trials conducted in New South Wales, South Australia and Western Australia.   

 

3.2 Scope of trial results. 

At the presentation of the second reporting milestone a significant difference of expectation 

emerged between the DCCSDS, as the funder of the pilot, and QFCA, as the provider of the project, 

concerning the scope, purpose and adequacy of the trial data. From a project evaluation point of 

view, the value of the data from initial trials of this type is found in: 

 what it contributes towards the project’s deliverables, and  

 what it contributes toward the learning that can be taken from the pilot and applied to 

future outcomes measurement within the sector.  

Two extremes should be avoided, either expecting the pilot can deliver more than it proposed to do 

or accepting participation in the project as fulfilling its purpose. 

The one off collection of data by services undertaking an initial experiment in a framework which is 

totally new to them cannot furnish DCCSDS with adequate information to determine the value of its 

investment in the Neighbourhood Centre Initiative Program or to compare the value of that 

investment with other investments that the Department makes. This can only be done when data is 

being collected across all activities sector wide, or across all activities in a selected cohort within an 

agreed standardised framework over time. The pilot project set out to produce this agreed 

standardised framework. To attain this the trials of the pilot tested a range of measures from which 

a standardised framework can now be drawn. The long term importance of testing a range of 

measures and allowing participating centres to choose the measures they would use within this 

range should not be underestimated. While it meant that trial results could not be aggregated in the 

way an established measurement system would intend, it enabled: 
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 Screening out of measures which are inadequate for the purpose intended or which present 

insuperable difficulties for data collection. 

 A thorough examination of the challenges involved in data collection for particular service 

types, especially events and information and referral. 

 The investigation of a new process by participating neighbourhood centres from a starting 

point with which they were most familiar and comfortable. 

 A sense of shared ownership of the process whereby participating centres were contributing 

to its development and not simply enacting a framework which had been externally 

imposed. 

Participation in the project is not of itself adequate to fulfil the demands of the project regardless of 

the standard of data that has been collected or the adequacy of the measures chosen.  It will be 

noted throughout this report that there was considerable energy and enthusiasm generated by the 

initial Training Workshop, however the standard of some of the responses indicates that a number 

of participating centres appear to have focussed more readily on being able to submit data to the 

pilot than the quality of the data they were collecting and submitting.  

A number of centres chose to report on activities which had a very small number of participants. This 

choice is understandable from the perspective of centres wishing to participate in the pilot without 

placing an overdue strain on limited resources. As already noted, it is also helpful in enabling them 

to familiarise themselves with the use of RBA and participate in the process which leads to a final 

choice of measures, thereby creating sector buy-in to that choice. However, in terms of quality 

improvement, little can be gained from one off reporting on an activity of less than 10 participants 

which produces a 100% score on a quality of effect measurement. While there is a tendency to focus 

on measurement and reporting, both funders and services need to bear in mind that quality 

improvement is one of the primary purposes for using a RBA framework. Some trial participants only 

collected data from a small percentage of the participants in a program. For quality improvement, 

the value to the participating centre of a 100% score on quality of effect measurement, when data is 

collected from only a small percentage of the total participants, is less than a lower score with data 

collected from a larger percentage of participants. A third of the centres participating in the trial 

either reported on an activity of less than 10 participants or submitted 100% quality of effect results 

based on data collected by only a small percentage of the participants. 

This does not mean these results should be discounted as valid trial results, however analysis of the 

results needs to recognise and account for their effect. This has been done under 2.5 below. 

 

3.3 Quantity of effort. 

As all participating organisations which submitted data to the pilot completed the quantity of effort 

data, all submissions will be included for the analysis of quantity of effort, regardless of whether the 

organisation submitted data in the other categories or not. 

3.3.1 Events. 

Number of events in pilot:  7 

Attendance range:   17 – 1,500 

Average attendance: 391 Median attendance: 245 
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Average attendance when smallest and largest outliers are omitted: 244 

Average no volunteers/event: 11.5 (range 4 – 22) 

The participating events typically had a specific focus such as mental health, services for seniors, 

creating inclusive communities, with the exception of one where numbers fell below expectations, 

they attract numbers which are significant enough to make an impact. 

3.3.2 Community support. 

Number of community support programs in pilot: 14 

Participation range: 6– 90 (7 programs between 6 and 25 participants, 4 programs between 25 and 

50 participants, 3 programs between 50 and 90 participants). 

Average attendance: 34.7 Median attendance: 26.5 

The number of programs in each range of participant numbers provides a more accurate picture of 

the numbers involved in the community support programs than the average attendance, with 78% 

of the programs having under 50 participants and 50% having under 25 participants. 

Half of the programs submitting data recorded volunteer hours. 

Volunteer hours range: 3 – 320 

Volunteer hour/participant range: 0.08 – 40 

Average volunteer hours/participant: 4.4 Median volunteer hours/participant: 8 

While there is a strong variation in volunteer hours/participant, it is clear that volunteers provide a 

significant input into most of those programs which recorded their participation. This statistic 

provides some indication of the additional resources leveraged by the investment into this program. 

The outliers on this data also provide opportunity for further analysis. Can some programs leverage 

more volunteer hours? Are some over-leveraging volunteer hours to the point where the object of 

the provision of service to the participants is in danger of being lost? 

3.3.3 Information and Referral 

Number of information and referral programs in the pilot: 4 

Average number of contacts in trial period: 2,225* 

* Three centres gave data for the total trial period whereas one gave data for a one-week trial that 

was specifically designed to collect the quality of effect data. To gain a comparable picture for the 

quantity of effort figures the contact figures for that centre have been estimated over the whole trial 

period by extrapolating them from the figures provided by the week of data collection. 

The quality of effort data for information and referral in this trial has provided some richer data 

which invites further analysis. It points to the ongoing evolution of this service in an age where more 

information is available online than ever before. For the two services which recorded the ratio of 

information provision to referrals, the overwhelming majority of the occasions of service – 99% for 

one and 91% for the other – were the provision of information rather than referral. For the two 

services that recorded the mode of contact, telephone enquiries – 100% and 94% - far exceeded face 

to face encounters. Two services were using electronic media including social media and for one this 

was a significant aspect of the information and referral service providing 42% of the client contacts. 
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3.3.4 Discussion and learning 

If an RBA framework is to be used across the sector, or even further trialled within a limited number 

of neighbourhood centres, it will be important to limit the choice of quantity of effort measures and 

ensure there is a rigorous standardisation of the data collection. Quantity of effort data is the easiest 

to obtain as it is that over which the service provider has greatest control (see comments under 

Deliverables 6 & 7 below). When workshop participants were identifying quantity of effort measures 

they were dealing with those measurements with which they were most familiar and could easily 

identify. Thus a relatively wide choice of valid measures was identified in this category. Some 

services elected to collect data on a number of quantity of effort measures and report them to the 

pilot. While this data might well be useful to individual services, for the purpose of data collection 

across a funded program it is necessary to limit the number of measures which are reported. 

Typically, the number of clients or number of provisions of service would be all that is reported in 

this category. There also needs to be rigorous standardisation between services concerning the data 

that is collected in this category. For programs which take the form of courses or multiple occasions 

which attract the same clientele, services must distinguish clearly between the number of individual 

clients and the number of occasions of service. It is unclear from some of the data received whether 

the number of participants recorded is the number of individual clients or the number of occasions 

of service determined by multiplying the number of individual clients by the number of occasions of 

contact. 

All stakeholders need to recognise that moving from solely measuring quantity of effort to including 

quality of effort and quantity and quality of effect requires a considerable shift in culture on 

everyone’s part, including the clients. Services will need to move away from the comfort zone of 

quantity of effort measures and recognise that multiple quantity of effort measures do not 

substitute for lack of quality of effort or quality of effect measures. One of the best ways to start 

achieving this is narrowing the quantity of effort measures which a service collects to those which 

can be useful for sector wide comparison. However, it would be a mistake for funding bodies 

concentrating on outcomes to fail to require the collection of any quantity of effort data. 

 

3.4 Quality of effort 

3.4.1 Events 

Average % participants attended against participants expected: 77% (over 3 activities) 

Median % participants attended against participants expected:  97% (over 3 activities) 

Average % providers attended against providers expected:    82% (over 3 activities) 

Median % providers attended against providers expected:  78% (over 3 activities) 

Average cost/participant:  $1.50 (over 2 activities) 

Median cost/participant:  $1.50 (over 2 activities) 

The low number of returns on the same measures do not allow us to draw any conclusions from 

these figures. 
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3.4.2 Community support: Inclusive/Participatory 

For any program which is presented through weekly sessions, % participants who complete the 

program or participate in all its sessions has been shown to be a reliable quality of effort measure. 

This is particularly true of programs which are targeted to produce social inclusion and participation, 

where the number of new participants who return is also important. 

The quality of effort measures provided by the three pilot program which submitted data in this 

category indicate they face challenges in presenting programs which attract participants sufficiently 

for them to return to the program or attend it consistently.  

The data submitted also demonstrates a significant lesson. One service submitted two quality of 

effort measures with significantly different results. A survey indicated 100% felt welcomed and 

included whereas only 40% of new participants returned. It is not surprising that the survey sample 

consisted only of 40% of the total participants. This demonstrates that where possible observable 

data is preferable to self-reported data, particularly when the self-reported data is collected from a 

small number of participants. 

3.4.3 Community support: Connectedness  

The centres which returned data on community support programs targeted to produce 

connectedness demonstrated high levels of return or ongoing participation and participants 

surveyed who felt welcomed. These programs appear to be less structured than those in the 

previous category, which may indicate that neighbourhood centres perform better at providing 

more unstructured programs where people connect with each other and have an opportunity to 

build relationships through informal interaction than they do with more structured programs. 

However, the pilot sample size and the survey sample size in these particular programs are both too 

small to assert this with any confidence. 

Two programs provided unit cost data, one $18.20/participant and the other $6.50/participant, this 

is insufficient to draw any conclusions. 

3.4.4 Community support: Resourcefulness 

The diversity of measures selected across the four centres which submitted quality of effort data in 

this category does not allow any meaningful aggregation of the data. However, one service 

submitted data on three occasions which enabled the creation of a baseline for that service. This 

demonstrates the usefulness of tracking quality of effort data over time. 

Fig 1. Baseline of quality of effort measure for personal support program 
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3.4.5 Information and referral 

While the data collection methods were not uniform amongst the four services which submitted trial 

results in this category, the information provided allowed some analysis of data on a significant 

quality of effort measure, the % of clients referred within 24 hours. 

Range referrals within 24hrs: 74% - 100% 

Average referral within 24 hrs: 89% Median referral within 24hrs: 90% 

3.4.6 Discussion and learning 

The uneven quality and inconsistency of the data provided for quality of effort measures indicates 

the difficulty encountered in attempting to standardise measures over disparate services. This points 

to the need for more intensive follow up training monitoring of data collection for centres and 

services than the trial managed to achieve in order to ensure uniformity and consistency in 

measurement selection and data collection across the sector. 

Potentially one of the most useful quality of effort measures, unit cost, was not selected by the 

majority of trial participants. This was largely due to the perceived difficulty and therefore amount of 

additional work required in providing data for this measure. However, when individual centres are 

providing a variety of different programs using the same funding source unit cost becomes a very 

useful measure to help assess the relative efficiency of diverse programs. 

 

3.5 Quantity and quality of effect. 

The participating services which fully completed the trial, in terms of submitting quantity and quality 

of effect data, demonstrated their awareness of the importance of measuring outcomes both in the 

number of measures they used and the appropriateness of their choice of measures to demonstrate 

the outcomes of their programs. Of the 24 programs for which quality of effect data was submitted, 

twelve, 50%, used two measures and five, 21%, used three measures. While the aim of the programs 

varied the appropriateness of the chosen measures enables us to aggregate the measures within the 

different program types under the general heading of effectiveness measures for the purpose of this 

report. 

The data for the quality of effect measures was all obtained through participant surveys. They have 

been plotted against the size of the trial program in terms of the total number of participants in the 

program or attending an event and related to the survey sample size used to attain the data. Thus 

the x axis of the following graphs shows the numbers at an event or participating in a program and 

the blue line plots the quality of effect data and the orange line the sample size. The repetition of a 

program size number on the x axis indicates more than one quality of effect measure was used for 

that program with the exception that in the Community Support programs with 37 participants the 

first of these measures relates to one program while the other three relate to a different program. 

The purpose of plotting the quality of effect measures against the program size and relating them to 

the sample size is that both program size and sample size can affect the quality of the data provided, 

by tracking them in this way we are able to analyse the effect of these factors.  
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3.5.1 Events 

 

 

 3.5.2 Community support
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3.5.3 Information and referral 

 

 

3.5.4 Discussion and learning 

Notwithstanding the reservations of the value of some of the data collection expressed in 2.2, the 

quality of effect data submitted in this project demonstrates an impressive determination to 

measure outcomes among participant organisations completing the trial. Not only did 71% of them 

use more than one quality of effect measure, but they did not shirk from reporting quality of effect 

results which demonstrated their chosen project could be significantly improved. This integrity in 

data collection and reporting is an encouraging sign for future outcomes reporting within the sector. 

When centres are unafraid to report bad results as well as those which are successful it is an 

indication of openness to, and capacity for, quality improvement. 

To those who are familiar with the neighbourhood centre sector, the high scores on quality of effect 

data for small programs will come as no surprise. The sector as a whole has asserted the 

effectiveness of these programs for many years and we should expect that the intensive attention 

provided participants in small programs should lead to them being highly effective. So the very high 

ratings, including the 100% ratings should not be dismissed as unrealistic in small programs, indeed 

they should be expected.  

However the following observations are pertinent: 

 The importance of using two or three quality of effect measures was demonstrated in the 

data provided by the smaller programs. While one measure might return a 100% 
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effectiveness rating others did not thereby pin-pointing specific aspects of the program or 

activity for quality improvement. 

 The relationship that is developed between service provider and clients in a program with a 

small number of participants which runs over a number of sessions is likely to bias the 

quality of effect measures in a favourable way. 

 Small sample size is also likely to bias quality of effect measures in a favourable way if data is 

collected at the end of a multi session program and discounts those who have left as the 

program progressed. 

 The standard of recording and reporting data to the project co-ordinator had considerable 

room for improvement. There appear to be a number of reasons for this: 

o Neither the training nor the template, both of which were delivered for QFCA by the 

Local Community Services Association (LCSA) were sufficiently explicit in 

distinguishing between selection of measures and methods of data collection. The 

RBA phrase “How shall we measure…” was exposed as being ambiguous and this 

ambiguity was extended into the way participating organisations used the template 

and reported results. This could have been picked up if the workshop provider had a 

more rigorous process for screening the template format for proposed projects 

when they were initially submitted at the workshop. While the refining of the 

measures through the subsequent Train the Trainer workshop was expected to 

address any initial misunderstandings, communication of the templates and 

measures which came out of this session clearly did not correct the ambiguity for 

several participating organisations. This is an important learning from this trial which 

has been integrated into the design of the templates presented in the appendices. 

o The use of the template, which has been developed over several years and 

successfully used to introduce RBA in a number of states, combined with the limited 

time available for the trial, appears to have created a tendency in this trial of 

focussing participating centres in a one off data collection rather than a series of 

data collections over time. Any future training should place more emphasis on the 

imperative of tracking performance measures over time so that a baseline can be 

determined and trends analysed for quality improvement.  

o The culture of outcomes reporting is not yet well formed either in Queensland as a 

whole, nor in the neighbourhood centre within the state. This can lead to a pressure, 

which may be experienced consciously or unconsciously to use the process to try 

and prove success rather than improve quality. 

o When a culture of outcomes reporting is not fully developed there is a temptation 

for services to regard outcomes reporting as an inconvenient add on for which they 

just “tick a box” as quickly as possible so that they can return to the “real work” of 

their programs. 

The comparison of the quality of effect measures with both the data collection sample size and 

program size indicates there is not a uniform correlation between small programs and small data 

samples and excessively positive data. However, there is sufficient trend to recommend a minimum 

required size of data sets that is related to the number of participants in any particular program or 

activity. 

Attention needs to be given to the specific lessons which the trial has taught concerning the 

collection of quality of effect data from information and referral programs. These programs are an 

important aspect of many neighbourhood centres in Queensland. However, the very nature of a 
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successful referral or the successful provision of information is that the service may only see the 

client once.  After consultation with the project supervisor, one service collected quality of effect 

information over a period of a week by asking clients at the point of service delivery if they would be 

prepared to receive a follow up call to discover whether the referral made had been appropriate and 

helpful. This proved to be effective. However, it can be experienced as demanding and requires a 

significant culture shift on the part of centre staff who can view such follow up as a breach of 

confidentiality. Whether RBA or some other outcome measure is adopted by DCCSDS, one of the 

lessons from this trial is that a method of data collection for quality of effect measures of 

information and referral services needs to be negotiated between DCCSDS and the sector with the 

implications of the method used fully understood and accepted by all parties, including any 

compromises or decisions that have to be made in a trade of between quality of data and cost of 

acquiring it.     
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4. Trial Outcomes against Deliverables 

The proposal presented by the QFCA to the DCCSDS outlined a number of deliverables for the pilot 
project. The actual outcomes of the project are compared with the outcomes of the project 
projected in the project deliverables.  

Deliverable 1: A shared understanding between Department of Communities, Child Safety 

and Disability Services staff and QFCA member organisations of Results 

Based Accountability™, and its application in producing an effective and 

practical outcome framework applicable to the work of community centres. 

 

A shared understanding of Results Based Accountability™ was achieved through: 

 

a) Participation of DCCSDS staff and QFCA member organisations in RBA 101 training at the 

initial workshop producing a shared understanding of Results Based Accountability™. 

Four DCCSDS staff and 94 representatives of QFCA member organisations participated in the 

RBA 101 training. This provided a basis for a common understanding of the Results Based 

Accountability™ between DCCSDS staff and QFCA members. An evaluation of the workshop has 

been presented previously in the milestone reports: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5 

How much did we do? 

Number organisations invited to the workshop: 140 

Number of workshop participants:   94 

Length of workshop:     2 days 

 

How well did we do it? 

% participants who completed the workshop:  99%  

% potential workshop material covered:  95%  

% participants who found the workshop material easy to understand:   

Day 1 – 75% 

       Day 2 – 90% 

% participants reporting adequate opportunity to participate: 95% 

Is anyone better off? 

% participants reporting increased knowledge of changing external environment and 
rationale for change:     70%  

% participants reporting increased knowledge, confidence with RBA and enhanced 
professional practice:    80% 

% participants volunteering their organisation to participate in the RBA pilot: 65% 
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In the November focus group discussion and survey of participating pilot centres, the training 
workshop which included the RBA 101 training stood out as one of the elements of the pilot which 
participants identified as working well. From a starting point of very little of no understanding of 
RBA, 80% of participants reported increased knowledge of and confidence with RBA. This indicates 
a shared understanding of RBA was achieved.  

 

b) Participation of DCCSDS staff and QFCA member organisations in identifying Population 

Results to which DCCSDS funded programs in neighbourhood centres contributed and use 

of existing DCCSDS documents in identifying those Results. 

This is contained in Deliverable 2 below. 

c) The reporting and to and reflection of the project Steering Committee which contained 

DCCSDS staff and QFCA President and Executive Officer. 

This enabled the progress of the various stages of the project and materials produced in those 
stages to be monitored and checked against the Department’s intentions and evolving outcomes 
framework. 

 

The second half of this deliverable, the application of Results Based Accountability™ in producing an 
effective and practical outcome framework applicable to the work of community centres, is a 
summary of Deliverables 2-7 and its achievement is reported under those headings. 

 

Deliverable 2: Department and stakeholders agree on population results/outcomes to 
which community centres contribute. 

The importance of understanding the link between specific programs or activities and the Population 
Result to which they contribute is recognised throughout the worldwide Results Based 
Accountability community. It is essential for funding agencies who need their funded programs to 
contribute to a high level outcome (Population Result). It is equally essential for service providers 
who need to understand how their particular programs and activities contribute within the service 
system. The workshop provided a collaborative environment and process whereby DCCSDS staff and 
QFCA members could relate RBA to the documents already produced by the Department to identify 
and agree on the Population Results to which neighbourhood centres contribute through the 
Neighbourhood Centre Initiative program. 

 

This was done well and decisively with these Population Results identified: 

Connected. 

People (Children, young people, families, adults) and communities are connected. 

Resourceful. 

People (Children, young people, families, adults) and communities are resourceful. 

Inclusive/Participatory. 

Communities are inclusive 

People (Children, young people, families, and adults) participate in their communities. 
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Midway through the trial the department launched its new outcomes framework for reporting. The 
adjustment of the RBA project to this and the impact of the framework on the identification of 
Population Results is discussed in the Participant Feedback below. 

 

Deliverable 3: Community centre activities aggregated under limited number of agreed 

categories. 

This was effectively achieved prior to the commencement of the trial as DCCSDS had already 

determined service types for this program as: 

Events 

Community Support 

Information and Referral  

Given that these service types had already been determined by DCCSDS, it was not appropriate to 

deviate from or add to them. However, the workshop provided impetus for participants to relate 

their programs and activities to these categories. Limiting categories and anticipated outcome areas 

is essential for the capacity to aggregate data over a whole funding program. However, experience in 

other states indicates that if the categories are too general they may fail to capture adequately the 

contribution made toward population results by some activities.  

For example, categories identified for neighbourhood centres in NSW trials were, Centre Co-

ordination, Community Development, Education and Learning, Information and Referral, Living Skills, 

Social Inclusion. However, to fit departmental requirements these were combined within the 

Community Builders funding program and reduced to, Community Hub (centre co-ordination and 

information and referral), Community Skills Development and Community Capacity Building 

In South Australia, six service delivery categories are used in the RBA framework for neighbourhood 

centres, Community and Neighbourhood Development, Life skills development, Facilitating or 

supporting community hubs, Family support and early intervention, Youth support and 

development, Low-income support.  

As the specifics of programs that fund neighbourhood centres vary from state to state depending on 

the way these programs fit and the purpose they play within the service system of each particular 

state they cannot be directly compared. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the number of service 

types used in Queensland is relatively low, does not include any component for developing centres 

as community hubs, and includes Events which is technically a method of service delivery rather 

than a service type. 

This narrow view of the role and potential of neighbourhood centres was reinforced by the initial 

adoption of just two outcome measures for neighbourhood centres within DCCSDS’s new outcomes 

framework, improved ability to access appropriate services and improved social connectedness. The 

work that had been accomplished by the pilot enabled the addition of improved quality of life 

(resourcefulness) as the participation of QFCA members in the Training Workshop had demonstrated 

the contribution of several neighbourhood centre programs to this result.  
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Deliverable 4: Role of categories in contributing to results/outcomes identified.  

The contribution of the information and referral category is straightforward and is identified by 

“Information and referral contributes to the Result “People are connected” by connecting people to 

the services they need”. 

 

With categories as broad as Events and Community Support it is not advisable to attempt an 

overarching statement of the role of these categories in contributing to population results as such a 

statement would be too general to be meaningful in terms of concentrating the service providers’ 

focus on the purpose of the program.  

 

This meant that providers needed to identify the contribution of each activity to one of the agreed 

Population Results, which was accomplished effectively by the use of both Population Accountability 

and Performance Accountability templates in the workshop. Undertaking this step provides 

neighbourhood centres with the challenge and opportunity to think through the evidence base for 

their activities and the way they contribute to desired population results.  

 

However, the dual template approach, while effective for gaining an understanding of RBA and 

applying it to real activities in the learning workshop context of the pilot, is an awkward tool for 

ongoing use. The deliverable has been achieved through the pilot’s refinement of the performance 

measurement tool to stand alone without the Population Accountability template by making Section 

B, “Purpose of our Program”, explicit through references to the Population Result to which the 

program contributes and how that contribution is made. This is done by directing a contribution 

narrative in this section. “This program contributes to <Result> by < how the program contributes to 

the result>” – see Appendices 3 and 4. 

 

 

Deliverable 5: Performance measures for each category identified and agreed.   

Note: The original proposal contained a lapse of language discipline in speaking of program results 

when what was intended was performance measures, the term which is used in Results Based 

Accountability™ for the measurement of outcomes in programs. 

 

A number of pitfalls emerge when organisations move to apply a more rigorous framework of 

measures to their work. It is common to be able to identify many valid measures for some 

categories. If too many measures are chosen the time spent on data collection and measurement 

reporting can be disproportionate to the resources available to the program. Organisations need to 

choose those measures which are most relevant to their activity and, for the purposes of 

aggregation, those which are valid for a number of similar activities both within their organisation 

and across the funding program. 

 

The trial approached this task by training workshop participants to identify program measures for 

specific activities within a matrix of the three population result domains and the three identified 

service types using RBA program measurement categories. These were subsequently refined into an 

agreed set of possible measures for each category through the participation of QFCA regional 

representatives in a “Train the Trainer workshop” and the review process provided by the Steering 

Committee. The trial deliberately did not attempt to impose a limited standard set of measures on 

all trial participants for two reasons: 
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 The capacity to choose from a range of measures created greater ownership for trial 

participants and therefore a greater level of participation in the trial, both in terms of 

numbers participating and level of participation. 

 One of the purposes of the trial was to identify and agree a set of program measures for 

each category and this could only be done by trialling a range of measures to determine 

both their appropriateness and practicality in terms of data collection.  

The trial has succeeded in testing the appropriateness and practicality of a range of measures across 

the result domains service types and as a result has delivered a set of standard performance 

measures which can be used across the funded program, relating the RBA framework to DCCSDS’s 

Outcome Measures. These are presented in the Appendices. 

 

Deliverables 6 & 7: Data collection for measurement of performance measures agreed, 

and Data collection tools developed. 

The pilot has demonstrated the difficulty of obtaining data for quantity and quality of effect 

measures, particularly for services such as Information and Referral and large events. An Information 

and Referral service typically may have only one interaction with any one client, particularly if it is 

effective, and traditionally has had no mechanisms for following up the client to ascertain whether 

information given or a referral made has been helpful or effective. In addition, one of the attractions 

of neighbourhood centre based information and referral to a range of clients has been the 

confidential and non-stigmatised nature of interactions in the neighbourhood centre environment. 

Staff of information and referral services are often reluctant to follow up for data collection 

purposes for fear that it will appear they are breaching confidentiality. At least in part this often 

reflects an ethos where confidentiality and anonymity have been conflated. In large events, 

organisers often have little control over the coming and going of participants. Therefore, data 

capture is difficult and further exacerbated by the nature of such events where participants are not 

expecting to be surveyed concerning the benefits of the event. 

In Results Based Accountability 101™, Mark Friedman training prepares participants for the 

difficulties associated with data collection for quantity and quality of effect measures: 

Fig 6.  The matter of control 
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“As you move from the least important measures to the most important measures, you go from 

having the most control to having the least control. And this is another reason why people spend 

their whole lives in the upper left quadrant. Fear. It can be scary to look at the data in the lower right 

quadrant.” 

As neighbourhood centres encounter the difficulties associated with collecting Better Off data in 

some of their key activities they should recognise that this difficulty in not unique to their service 

and has been encountered by RBA practitioners in a variety of services across the world. It is also 

worth remembering that while quality of effort standards are often well established (such as unit 

cost) quality of effect standards are almost always experimental. Again, quoting Mark Friedman: 

“We have lots of examples of well-established standards in the upper right (How well did we do it?) 

quadrant, because we know what good service delivery looks like. But standards in the lower right 

(Is anyone better off?) quadrant are almost always experimental. This is partly because of the 

different mixes of easy and hard cases in different caseloads or workloads. 

What the pilot has been doing is testing a number of experimental measures for quality of effect. 

While recognizing the difficulty inherent in collecting data for some of these measures the pilot has 

reached the point of being able to identify data collection and tools for a uniform set of outcome 

measures across the three outcome measurement areas and these are contained in the templates 

presented in the appendices. If this proceeds, however, Mark Friedman’s warning about the 

experimental nature of standards in this quadrant must be heeded. 
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5. Trial Participant Feedback 

Representatives of the 27 organisations which submitted trial results were invited to participate in a 

focus group in Brisbane on 24th November 2015 and those who did not attend were invited to 

participate in a survey using the same questions which were used to generate the focus group 

discussion. Ten organisations were represented at the focus group session and a further six 

responded to the survey. 

5.1 What worked well, what could have been done better and what did not work at all? 

5.1.1What worked well? 

The training workshop. There was uniform enthusiasm about the value of the training workshop on a 

number of levels: 

- Gaining an understanding of RBA 

- Introduction to the templates and enabling participants to relate RBA to specific 

activities of their centre 

- Sharing ideas with peers on how to collect data and design survey questions 

- Starting the process of selecting a trial activity and identifying measures and data 

collection at the workshop 

- The energy and enthusiasm for outcome measurement in general and Results Based 

Accountability in particular and a sense of shared purpose generated by bringing 

together a large number of people from the neighbourhood centre sector for two days. 

Opening the trial to those who wanted to participate in it. This built on the participation in the 

workshop and meant a larger number of centres had experience of trialling RBA and that a fuller 

coverage of the program types and purposes was obtained across the trial without over-taxing the 

resources of any one organisation. It also highlighted some of the most significant obstacles to 

implementing RBA or any other outcome framework. 

Follow up in some regions. Where QFCA regional representatives were enthusiastic and the region 

coalesced around a determination to participate in the trial there was a sense of collegial support. 

Some follow up support. Respondents indicated email feedback from the project officer when they 

submitted their proposed reporting tools and responses to their emails requesting clarification as 

very helpful. 

5.1.2 What could have been done better? 

Local and regional follow up. Participants in some regions felt the follow up after the workshop and 

during the trial was inadequate, so they were uncertain whether they had selected appropriate 

performance measures which reduced their confidence in undertaking the trial. Confidence and 

participation would have increased if they could have had more interaction with centres who were 

undertaking the same or similar trials. 

Providing simple explanation of RBA that workshop participants could take back to their centres to 

explain it to their colleagues. While workshop participants completed the workshop with a good 

understanding of RBA and the confidence they could implement it in their organisation, the 

knowledge of many was still too fresh from them to convey it adequately to their colleagues who 

would be undertaking the data collection in specific programs and activities. They would have 

benefitted from a simple written explanation of the main points of RBA which they could have used 
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to convey their new found knowledge to their colleagues. This delayed the start of the pilot on a 

number of organisations but was not recognised as a challenge early enough to address it in every 

organisation which was experiencing the problem. 

The timeline of the project. Trial participants discovered that identifying and collecting data for some 

“How well” and “Better off” measures required an initial resource input which strained their existing 

resources. They would have liked more time to collect data and the opportunity to collect data on 

multiple occasions so that they would have been able to establish the baseline for their results and 

engage effectively in the quality improvement aspect of RBA. 

5.1.3 What did not work at all? 

Three respondents from the focus groups and survey did not find anything which they felt did not 

work at all. One helpful comment pointed out that learning and implementing RBA was “a work in 

progress” for the whole sector therefore there was nothing which could be said to have not worked 

at all at this point. However, for other respondents, including those who had successfully completed 

trial measures and data collection there were aspects of the trial which had not worked. 

Local follow up and support. Some felt that the follow up and support following the workshop did 
not work for them at all: “Hands on support was not offered proactively to participating centres. 
Have a couple of opportunities for face to face or phone conversations with a “critical friend” to 
discuss the centre’s experience of the trial would have made a big difference.” 

Trialling program measures in isolation from whole of community efforts to turn curves on 
population indicators: “The second thing that did not work was trialling the program measures in 
isolation from a concerted effort in each of our communities to “turn the curve” on community well-
being population outcomes.” However this respondent did recognise that the template did provide 
some help with this: “Some of the questions on the template did trigger some thinking in that 
direction, however, e.g. ‘who could we partner with?’ ”. 

Steep learning curve for program staff, particularly in surveying clients. For many trial participants 
the step required to move into collecting outcome data, particularly when it required surveying 
clients or program participants, was very large both in terms of culture change and expertise. When 
the program proposal was designed there was an assumption that by importing the learning from 
other states and using tools developed through that learning that the pilot project would be able to 
fast track through some of the time consuming phases experienced elsewhere. However, one of the 
lessons of this trial is that culture change and data collection expertise cannot be fast tracked. 

Lack of involvement in the project from DCCSDS regional offices. In some regions trial participants 
sought to reflect on the trial and their progress with Departmental staff only to find they were 
unaware of it and did not regard it as significant. This apparent lack of buy-in from the department 
at a regional level discouraged some participants from prioritising it. 
 

5.2 Did trial participants find the chosen measures appropriate (telling them something significant 

about the program)? Did they find them easy or difficult to collect data for? 

Two thirds of the respondents found the measures appropriate without any qualification in their 

response while half of the remainder found them appropriate but challenging. Two respondents 

raised the issue of whether client surveys provided too many false positives. 

A little more than a third of respondents indicated data collection was easy without any qualification 

in their response. For the majority of the others some data collection was easy and some difficult. 

This is no surprise – see discussion on data collection in 2.5 above. Respondents indicated some data 
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collection was “resource intensive”. One respondent encountered language difficulties in surveying 

CALD participants. Large events which aim to develop community connectedness present a 

particular data collection challenge. Obtaining data for “Better off?” measures for information and 

referral services where the nature of the service provides only a single encounter with a client also 

presented a challenge to trial participants. 

 

5.3 What were the biggest obstacles in collecting data? 

The biggest obstacles to collection data were: 

- the cultural and organisational changes required to embed the practice (including staff 

hesitation to survey clients which sometimes reflect staff having to move out of their 

comfort zones and sometimes privacy concerns) 

- the time and resources needed to educate and train staff and put data collection 

systems into place 

- the changing culture of service provision and its emphasis on efficiency (are the services 

being targeted toward the most appropriate people) and outcomes means that many 

people who access neighbourhood centres are being subject to client surveys in multiple 

services. This is already leading to a “data collection burnout” amongst some clients, 

expressed in terms of “too many questions lately” 

- difficulty in identifying a data collection tool that would be both appropriate and 

practical for a particular service.  

 

5.4 From your experience do you think it would be possible/desirable for QFCA to create a uniform 

RBA data set agreed by members for each service type and result area to enable aggregated data 

collection on an RBA framework? 

Ninety percent of respondents strongly agreed that their experience of the trial indicated it is both 

possible and desirable for QFCA to create a uniform data set agreed by members for each service 

type and result area to enable aggregated data collection in an RBA framework. Given the responses 

to some of the other questions this is a significant endorsement of the RBA framework from QFCA 

members. 

 

5.5 Did the Department’s introduction of outcome measures in the middle of the pilot influence 
your engagement with it and if so how? 

 
Ninety percent of the respondents indicated that the introduction of the 8A outcomes for the 
current financial year did not affect their participation in the project. However, one indicated “I felt 
disempowered and I started to wonder why they were wasting our time if they had already decided 
how it was going to look” and others indicated that while it had not affected their participation they 
felt it may have created confusion for some centres which ultimately did not continue their 
participation in the trial. 
 

5.6 Given your experience with the pilot, do you see the value of graphing “How well?” and “Better 
Off?” measures over time for quality improvement of services. 
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The reason for asking this question is that one of the most powerful aspects of RBA Performance 
Measurement is measuring the same data over time and graphing the results to create baselines for 
quality improvement. Given the length of the trial did not allow this for most participants, the 
evaluation wanted to see whether the importance of this aspect had registered with them. Over 
ninety percent of respondents were very positive about the benefits of graphing measures over time 
and could see the benefit for quality improvement in their programs and activities. About a quarter 
of these qualified their enthusiasm with an acknowledgement of the resources required to achieve 
this. 

 

5.7 Given your experience with the pilot, what % time/resources per program do you think need 
to be devoted to RBA to use it effectively and what % time/resources per program do you think 
you will need to use the Department’s new outcome reporting effectively? 

These were presented to the focus group and survey respondents as two separate questions. The 
answers to each question demonstrate a variation between respondents which is too wide to report 
a meaningful consensus. However, the significance of including these questions is that individual 
respondents consistently estimated the same amount of time would be needed to implement an 
RBA framework as would be needed for the Department’s new outcome reporting. It would be 
expected that RBA with its more thorough reporting requirements would take longer but 
respondents felt that while it may take more resources to establish initially that once it was 
established it would not take any more resources to implement and some thought it would even 
take less. The two major reasons for this somewhat unexpected response are: 

-  that outcome measures required by the department are no different from the most 
difficult part of RBA data collection, the Better Off measures, and  

- respondents are currently more confident of their capacity with the RBA framework 
because of the training they have received whereas currently many respondents feel 
they do not fully understand the new system and what is required by it. This, of course, 
may be expected to change as they become more familiar with the new system.  

 

5.8 Given your experience with the pilot, if the Department gave you a choice between using the 
new outcome reporting framework or a sector developed RBA framework for reporting, which 
would you choose? 
Ninety percent of respondents indicated that given this choice they would choose the RBA 

framework. The reasons given for this were: 

- it has more meaning to the service provider 

- by being developed in consultation with the sector through the trial it has a greater 

sense of ownership 

- staff get more out of RBA data 

- it provides more input for quality improvement enabling an organisation to benchmark 

against its own performance over time. 

 

5.9 Participants who nominated their centres for the trial but did not complete it. 

The project co-ordinator also surveyed centres who had nominated to participate in the trial but did 

not complete it. Their unanimous response was they did not proceed with the trial because of the 

resource constraints they encountered when they sought to begin it. Put simply, the time and 
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energy demands required to initiate the trial were overwhelmed by the ongoing daily demands of 

their existing work. 

 

3.4 Discussion and learning    

When the project was proposed and at its commencement, both QFCA, which was running the 

project, and LCSA, which provided expertise and oversight, were confident that the experiences of 

neighbourhood centres with RBA in other states would enable QFCA and its members to fast track 

some of the project as they were able to use and adapt tools which had been developed elsewhere 

and also follow a project pattern which had been proven successful elsewhere. One of the important 

learnings from this project, however, is that even with these advantages project participants still 

have to undertake a learning curve which is similar to those who did not experience them.  The 

substantial and enthusiastic uptake of the project by workshop participants masked the amount of 

effort that would be needed to translate the workshop training into effective practice. 

As reported in the QFCA milestone report, QFCA focussed its investment in the member 

participation in the pilot in its regional representatives by bringing them together for a Train the 

Trainer workshop with the object that each representative would take the lead in their regions. The 

capacity of regional representatives to fulfil this role in essentially an unfunded capacity varied 

according to the demands placed on their time by their own services and boards of management 

attitude to non-essential activities. Moreover, the strength of the regional structure of QFCA varies 

from region to region, with non-metropolitan regions meeting more frequently as specific QFCA 

regions than metropolitan regions where Neighbourhood Centres are often participants in multiple, 

overlapping networks. Where regions met regularly a stronger community of practice developed 

around the pilot, supporting and encouraging participation. Where regions had a more fragile or 

non-existent regional meeting structure participation dropped sharply.  

It should be noted that the Train the Trainer meeting was a considerable success in standardising the 

templates that participant centres would use. However, the investment in bringing the regional 

representatives together for this meeting may have been more productively spent in the project co-

ordinator and the LCSA supervisor visiting more participating centres in this early stage. While 

participating centres expressed their appreciation of the responsiveness of the project co-ordinator 

to their questions via email or telephone, it became apparent, when the project supervisor visited 

some participating centres in North Queensland, that they were struggling with issues which could 

only be effectively addressed by extensive face to face consultation. This was particularly true of 

difficulties experienced with data collection for quantity and quality of effect measures. 

At this point it should also be noted that QFCA is the only unfunded neighbourhood centre peak 

body in Australia. Where RBA pilots have taken place in other states, participant centres have been 

supported by project staff who themselves have been supported by the funded staff of the peak 

body. In Queensland the project co-ordinator was also the unfunded Executive Officer of the peak 

body. 

It is significant that, notwithstanding the challenges encountered and reported in this section, a large 

majority of the participants who completed the trial have retained or increased their enthusiasm for 

RBA as a planning, measurement and quality improvement framework. Despite the fact it is more 

complex than DCCSDS’s new outcome reporting framework, they would prefer to use a full RBA 

framework. This is in part because they now feel familiar with it, partly because they can see its 

advantage as a quality improvement tool and partly because they recognise that the challenges of 
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obtaining relevant and accurate data for the outcomes framework will be precisely the challenges 

they face in obtaining relevant and accurate data for RBA quantity and quality of effect measures, 

requiring exactly the same amount of work.   
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Appendix 1: RBA Measurement Matrix for DCCSDS Outcome Measures 

RBA Performance Measures How much did we do? How well did we do it? Is anyone better off? 

Outcome Measure/Purpose of service 
or activity 

   

OM 2.1.05 Improved ability to access 
appropriate services  

Definition: 

Service access encompasses enabling service 
users to access information and/or support 
services to meet their needs. 

# contacts: 
face to face  
telephone  
social media 
other electronic  

 
via an event 
via a Newsletter  

 
Cost per participant 
#, % who had information 
provided within 24 hr. 
#, % provided with an assisted 
referral within 24 hr. 

 
 

 
#, % service users with improved ability to 
access appropriate services, measured by: 
 
#, % who accessed a service as a result of 
information/referral provided 
#,% who advised the information/referral 
helped with their issue 

OM 2.1.06: Improved social connectedness 

Definition: 

Service users are supported to:  

 Participate in social activities and/or 

 Participate in their broader community. 

 
 
# participants 
# times offered/sessions 
 

 

 
 
Cost per participant 
#, % of participants who attended 
75% or more sessions  
#, % of new participants who feel 
welcome and included 

 

#,% service users with improved social 
connectedness, measured by: 
 
#, % participants who report they are more 
connected to their community. 
#, % participants who more actively 
participate in community life  
#, % participants who feel they have a say 
on important issues (in the group or in the 
wider community) 

OM 2.1.0 4: Improved quality of life 
(Resourcefulness) 

Definition: 

Improved quality of life includes: 

Well-being (the state of being comfortable, 
healthy, or happy), belonging to 
culture/community, education and training 
opportunities, independence, resilience, 
employment, accommodation 

 
 
# participants  
# times offered 
 

 

 
Cost per participant  
#, % participants who attended 
75% or more sessions 
#, % participants rate the program 
with high satisfaction  
 
 

#, % service users with improved quality of 
life (resourcefulness), measured by: 
 
#, % participants learning and applying new 
skills. 
#, %participants growing in confidence or 
well-being. 
#,% participants reporting specific positive 
outcomes  
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Appendix 2: QFCA Neighbourhood Centre Performance Measure template for improved 
ability to access appropriate services.  

Centre/organisation: 

Planning 

Name and description of program/activity 
Information and referral program 
 
 

Purpose of Program/activity (Population result to which the program contributes and the way in 
which the program/activity contributes to this result) 

Program contributes to children, young people families and adults are connected by providing them 
with appropriate and timely information about and/or referral to services they need to access. 
 

Measurement 

How much did we do? 

Measures 
  
# contacts: 

face to face 
telephone 
social media 
other electronic 

 
 

Data collection and tools 
 

Continuous count at point of delivery. 
Paper form used by Burdekin NC or LASSO app, 
if it is brought up to date, provide the best 
current available tools. 

How well did we do it? 

Measures 
 
Cost/participant 
 
#, % who had information provided within 24hr 
 
 
#, % provided with an assisted referral within 24 
hr. 
 
 
 
 

Data collection and tools 
 

QCOSS Unit costing tool. 
 
Provider observation and recording over agreed 
data collection period 
 
Provider observation and recording over agreed 
data collection period 

Is anyone better off? 

Measures 
 
#, % who accessed a service as a result of 
information/referral provided 
 
#,% who advised the information/referral 
helped with their issue 
 
 
 

Data collection and tools 
 

Simple client feedback survey over agreed data 
collection period 

Simple client feedback survey over agreed data 
collection period 
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Quality Improvement 

How are we doing on the most important of these measures? Track the data for “How 
well?” and “Better off?” measures on a graph over time, creating a baseline. Is the baseline 
good, middling or bad? Is it getting better, betting worse or staying the same?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What is the story behind the baseline? What are the factors which influence the baseline 
trend? 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

How can we do better? 

(i) Who are the partners who can help? 

 
 
 
 
 

(ii) What are we going to do to deliver a better program? 

 
 
 
 
 

Record a success story from the program (How someone was better off, the effect is had 
on their lives) 
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Appendix 3: QFCA Neighbourhood Centre Performance Measure template for improved 
quality of life (Resourcefulness).  
Centre/organisation: 
 

Planning 

Name and description of program/activity 
 
 
 

Purpose of Program/activity (Population result to which the program contributes and the way in 
which the program/activity contributes to this result) 

 
This program contributes to <Result> by < how the program contributes to the result> 
 
 
 

Measurement 

How much did we do? 

Measures 
 

# participants/session or event 
# times offered/sessions 
  

 

Data collection and tools 
 
Attendance roll or event registrations 

How well did we do it? 

Measures 
 
Cost/participant 
 
#, % of participants who attended 75% or more 
sessions  
#, % of new participants who rate the program 
with high satisfaction 
 
 
 
 

Data collection and tools 
 
QCOSS Unit costing tool. 
 
Attendance roll 
 
Client survey 

Is anyone better off? 

Measures 
 

#, % participants learning and applying new 
skills. 
#, %participants growing in confidence or well-
being. 
#,% participants reporting specific positive 
outcomes  
 
 
 
 

Data collection and tools 
 

Client survey or trainer assessment 
 
Client survey or trainer assessment 
 
Client survey 
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Quality Improvement 

How are we doing on the most important of these measures? Track the data for “How 
well?” and “Better off?” measures on a graph over time, creating a baseline. Is the baseline 
good, middling or bad? Is it getting better, betting worse or staying the same?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What is the story behind the baseline? What are the factors which influence the baseline 
trend? 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

How can we do better? 

(i) Who are the partners who can help? 

 
 
 
 
 

(ii) What are we going to do to deliver a better program? 

 
 
 
 
 

Record a success story from the program (How someone was better off, the effect is had 
on their lives) 
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Appendix 4: QFCA Neighbourhood Centre Performance Measure template for social 
improved connectedness.  
Centre/organisation: 
 

  Planning 

Name and description of program/activity 
 
 
 

Purpose of Program/activity (Population result to which the program contributes and the way in 
which the program/activity contributes to this result) 

 
This program contributes to <Result> by < how the program contributes to the result> 
 
 
 

Measurement 

How much did we do? 

Measures 
 

# participants/session or event 
# times offered/sessions 

 
 

Data collection and tools 
 

Attendance roll or event registrations 

How well did we do it? 

Measures 
 
Cost/participant 
 
#, % of participants who attended 75% or more 
sessions  
#, % of new participants who feel welcome and 
included 
 
 

Data collection and tools 
 

QCOSS Unit costing tool. 
 
Attendance roll 
 
Client survey 

Is anyone better off? 

Measures 
 

#, % participants who report they are more 
connected to their community. 
 
#, % participants who more actively participate 
in community life  
 
#, % participants who feel they have a say on 
important issues (in the group or in the wider 
community) 
  
 
 

Data collection and tools 
 

Client survey 
 
 
Client survey 
 
 
Client survey 
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Quality Improvement 

How are we doing on the most important of these measures? Track the data for “How 
well?” and “Better off?” measures on a graph over time, creating a baseline. Is the baseline 
good, middling or bad? Is it getting better, betting worse or staying the same?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What is the story behind the baseline? What are the factors which influence the baseline 
trend? 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

How can we do better? 

(i) Who are the partners who can help? 

 
 
 
 
 

(ii) What are we going to do to deliver a better program? 

 
 
 
 
 

Record a success story from the program (How someone was better off, the effect is had 
on their lives) 
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Appendix 5: Next Generation Contracting 

FPSI FISCAL POLICY STUDIES INSTITUTE 

7 Avenida Vista Grande #140 Santa Fe NM 87508 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_ 

 

DRAFT November 2013 
 

Next Generation Contracting 
A Contract Reform Agenda for Funders and Nonprofits 

 

FPSI produces occasional papers on subjects related to accountability in general and 
Results-Based Accountability TM (RBA) in particular. This paper responds to requests 
over the years for ideas about how RBA can be applied to the methods by which 
government agencies and private philanthropies write agreements with those to 
whom they give money (referred to here as contractors or grantees). 

 

Following are 10 provisions that I believe should be in contracts of the future. 
 

Provision 1. Specify the 3 to 5 most important performance measures (from the 
How well did we do it? and Is anyone better off? categories). 

 

Contracts of the future should specify the top measures to be used in performance 
reporting and continuous improvement. These should be taken from the How well did 
we do it? and Is anyone better off? categories. The choice of measures should be 
negotiated between the funder and the contractor/grantee. 

 

Provision 2. Specify that the contractor will use a continuous improvement process 
(the RBA 7 Questions). 

 

The contract should specify that the contractor will use some form of continuous 
improvement process. The RBA 7 Performance Accountability questions are a good 
choice for this purpose, but if you have something you like better that's OK. 
Continuous improvement should be used at (or phased in to) every level of the 
organization. 

 

Provision 3. Specify how the funder and contractor will work in partnership to 
maximize Is anyone better off? customer results. 
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Right now the relationship between funders and grantees is often a feudal 
relationship: overlord and serf. Funders can sit back and watch their grantees 
struggle and it's not their problem. We need to create a more co-equal relationship 
between funders and grantees, so that they work in partnership to produce the best 
possible results for their customers. Contracts should specify how this partnership 
will work, possible through meetings two, three or four times a year using the 7 
Performance Accountability questions as the agenda. At these meetings, funders must 

be willing to take on tasks to help the contractor/grantee improve. 
 

Provision 4. Specify that the funder will work with the rest of the funding community 
to simplify and standardize contracting and performance reporting. 

 

If you run a nonprofit anywhere in the world, you are probably receiving funding from 
10 or more funders all with different grant application and performance reporting 
requirements. You spend all your time running around meeting all these separate 
requirements and don't have time left to do your real job of running the agency. I 
believe funders have an obligation to get their act together. And this means 
standardizing application, contracting and reporting requirements. Funders should 
commit in writing, in the contract, to working with other funders toward this end. 

 

Simplification of performance reporting should make use of one page reports. These 
should include the name and brief description of the program or project and its 
contribution to population quality of life, the presentation of the three to five most 
important performance measures in baseline form, the story behind those baselines 
(including accomplishments), partners with a role to play and the action plan to get 
better. Attached to each report should be a story about a customer who is better off. 

 

Provision 5. Clear articulation of role of the contractor/grantee in 
population/community well-being using the language of contribution and not 
attribution. 

 

Contracts of the future should explain the role that the contractor's services play in 
population/community quality of life. Contracts should use the language of 
contribution, not attribution or proof of impact. 

 

Provision 6. 10% for quality management and administration. 
 

Many contracts with nonprofits contracts provide money for services only and 
nothing for administration. We have been steadily degrading the infrastructure of the 
nonprofit community for the past 30 years or more. If we are going to rebuild this 
essential capacity, we must begin providing set-asides for this purpose in all 
contracts. 10% is a placeholder. The actual amount may be more or less depending on 
the size and type of the contract. 
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Provision 7: Multi-year funding using 3 year rolling contracts 
 

Most funders run funding and contracting processes on an annual basis. Let's say it's a 
January to December cycle. Somewhere around September each year, you're not sure 
if you're going to get a contract for the next year. Some of your staff start looking for 
other jobs. The uncertainty interferes with the delivery of service. Under this system, 
every year, we systematically destabilize the entire nonprofit sector. It needs to stop. 
When w e  know we're going to have an on-going relationship with a given 
organization, why not write three year rolling contracts? After the first year you 
write a new third year. 
After each year you write a new third year. You always have a three year contract. 
Naturally there must be safeguards that allow for termination when necessary, and 
provisions that allow the amount the contract to change. But the basic structure of the 
relationship does not have to be re-established from scratch every year. 

 

Provision 8: Targets that are fair and useful. 
 

There is a long history of overusing and misusing targets. We set unrealistic targets 
and then beat people up for not meeting them. It's a lousy way to manage. We need to 
step back and re-assess how we use targets. Targets should meet two criteria. They 
are fair and useful. Most targets are neither fair nor useful. They're not fair because 
they're not achievable. And they're not useful because they lead to game playing 
behavior. What we want from targets is aspirational striving behavior and not games. 
It is actually not necessary to set targets at all. The idea of turning the curve is a 
powerful way of gauging progress without ever setting a target. But if you do use 
targets, make sure they are fair and useful. 

 

Provision 9: Fund flexibility allowing the transfer of up to 10% across line items and 
across program lines. 
 

Contractors need flexibility in the administration of the contract. Contracts of the 
future should allow contractors to move up to 10% (or another specified amount) of 
the funding between line items and between services without going back to the funder 
for approval. 

 

Provision 10: Request for Results: Getting past the sometimes negative effects of 
competitive RFP contracting or tendering. 
 

Current RFP / tendering processes lead to nonprofits competing with each other for 
grants. These organizations are natural partners, and yet the RFP process sets them 
up as adversaries. Why not try something that Placer County California once did? 
They had a sizable amount of money they were going to spend to improve specific 
child, family and community outcomes. They knew exactly which nonprofits were 
most likely going to get the money. They got them all in the room together -- over three 
5-hour open space sessions --and let them work together to come up with joint 
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proposals about how best to use the money. 
 

End Note: Some organizations (most notably the New Zealand Ministry for Social  
Development and the government of Western Australia) have adopted these ideas or 
are experimenting with them. Other practice examples will be posted over time to the 
"What's New" of resultsaccountability.com. Comments on this paper are welcome at 
the email address below or as postings to the RBA/OBA Facebook Group. 

 

 

7 Avenida Vista Grande #140 Santa Fe, New Mexico 87508 

505-466-3284   markatfpsi@gmail.com   www.resultsaccountability.com   
www.raguide.org 

Trying Hard Is Not Good Enough available from amazon.com and resultsleadership.org 
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